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The widow maker trade is back. At over 136 yen to the US dollar, the yen is approaching

levels of weakness last seen in the summer of 1998. Investors are now betting that the

Bank of Japan (BOJ) under growing pressure to stabilise the yen will have to abandon its

0.25% cap on benchmark bond yields and allow them to rise. If this were to happen, it

would have widespread ramifications allowing the yen and Japanese rates to rise.

 

BOJ’s unprecedented quantitative easing program is getting harder to defendBOJ’s unprecedented quantitative easing program is getting harder to defend

 

The BOJ kept its bond purchase plan unchanged for the July-September quarter, even

though its actions are weighing on the yen. It insists the Japanese economy still needs

support. While this is true, the BOJ needs to take a balanced approach by considering

both the merits and side effects of its ultra-easy monetary policy. As it stands,

liquidity deteriorated on the JGB market and the weaker yen continues to drive up

imported inflation. The BOJ spent more than ¥16Trn (US$118Bn), its largest monthly

purchase in June since Governor Haruhiko Kuroda took the helm of the BOJ in 2013, as it

sought to suppress yields. The JGB market faces continued pressure with a gauge of

liquidity pointing to worst levels since 2013. A rise in the index implies a decline in

liquidity.

 

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree as of 1 July 2022.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

Inflation becoming a concernInflation becoming a concern
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A gauge of Japan’s inflation expectations has climbed to a seven-year high, as a weak

yen compounds the effect of elevated commodity prices. In Tokyo, the core CPI (excluding

only fresh food) increased 2.1% YoY in June, picking up from a 1.9% YoY rise in May. The

boost from energy prices barely changed owing to government subsidies for oil wholesale

companies. The June BOJ tankan (short term economic outlook), showed business confidence

Diffusion Index (DI) among large manufacturers decline in June for a second quarter in a

row owing to parts shortages, surging raw material costs and lockdowns in China. With

raw material prices surging and the yen depreciating, the output price DI continued to

show pass-through of higher costs to sales prices, and corporate inflation expectations

increased further.

 

BOJs containment of yields becoming a costly affairBOJs containment of yields becoming a costly affair

 

By implicitly capping 10-year Japanese government bond yields at 0.25%, the Bank of

Japan (BOJ) is struggling against the tide of rising global interest rates. In doing so,

the BOJ now owns almost half of all Japanese government bonds (JGB).

 

Source: Bank of Japan, Mizuho Securities, WisdomTree as of 30 June 2022. Please note: the estimated June 2022

figure does not reflect price changes on bonds bought after March.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

This could spell trouble for the Japanese government as it relies on the BOJ indirectly

underwriting its spending with large debt purchases. According to Mitsubishi UFJ, the

BOJ may have been saddled with as much as ¥600Bn (US$4.4Bn) in unrealised losses on its

JGB holdings earlier this month, owing to the widening gap between domestic and overseas

monetary policy. They estimate if 10-year yields reach 0.65%, paper losses on JGBs could

exceed the BOJs capital base, which totalled ¥10.9trn at the end of March. As the BOJ’s

own calculations use book value as opposed to market value, it reflects no change in its

finances.

 

Yen remains a favourite habitat of FX reserves in Q1 Yen remains a favourite habitat of FX reserves in Q1 

 

According to the IMF, global FX reserves managers sold euros, US dollars, and pounds in

Q1 2022 and bought more yen than any other currency making it a favourite habitat of FX

reserves. FX reserves probably had to shore up a decreased share of yen assets owing to
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the yen’s decline.  Persistent demand from reserve managers alongside Japan’s status as

the world’s largest net creditor may also help provide a floor for further downside.

 

Source: Bloomberg, International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Please note: Purchases are estimated by adjusting IMF data for currency fluctuations and

return on short-term government bonds.

 

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Long JPY Short EUR (EUJP)

+ WisdomTree Long JPY Short GBP (GBJP)

+ WisdomTree Long JPY Short USD (LJPY/JPYP)

+ WisdomTree Long JPY Short USD 3x Daily (LJP3)

+ WisdomTree Long JPY Short EUR 3x Daily (EJP3)

View the online version of this article here.
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and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This
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regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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